YORK

CONSOLE | BLACK

As a tribute to two of our most popular design, Trinity and Mondrian, York is
one of the most classic additions to Soho Collection. York console fits a modern
entrance hall and brings an elegant touch to any space decor. Created in a true
Boca do Lobo style with a blend of classic and contemporary elements its
sinuous wood legs support a glass box which encases a collection of leather,
hand carved mahogany, mirror, and lacquered drawers with distinct handcrafted brass pulls in a chrome finish.

Product features: The base is made in mahogany. Box made in tempered glass with a
frontal opening for the drawers; structure made in black lacquered wood with matt
varnish; drawers handcrafted and contain wadding and a grey mirror. Handles
foundry process.
Arts and Techniques: Foundry, Glass Work, Varnishing, Wadding and Carving.
Materials and Finishes: Mahogany Wood lacquered in black with a high gloss varnish,
Grey Glass, Silver Plated Brass, Grey Mirror in Bevelling, Drawers:
High
gloss black lacquer and leather, glass lacquered in black, lacquered woodwork.
Product Options: High gloss colored lacquer in black or white with a high gloss
varnish. Box available in smoked glass or clear glass.
Customization: Custom sizes and colors are available with an upcharge.
Observations for mounting: Contains pads on the base to protect the support area.
The drawers’ bottoms are made in fabric.
Clean and Care: Dry cloth for the lacquered part and glass cleaner for the glass box.

TECHNICAL INFO

DIMENSIONS
Width: 140 cm (55,1 in.)
Depth: 40 cm (15,7 in.)
Height: 90 cm (35,4 in.)

2 box
112 (246,9lbs)
0,28

EXPLORE MORE

+351 910 936 335
+351 224 887 170
info@bocadolobo.com
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YORK

CONSOLE | BLACK

MATERIALS & FINISHES

STANDARD

BLACK LACQUER
W. GLOSS

SMOKED MIRROR

BEVELED
BLACK GLASS

BLACK LEATHER

PRODUCT OPTIONS

WHITE LACQUER
W. GLOSS

BRONZE MIRROR

CLEAR GLASS

Custom colors and finishes are available with an upcharge.
Please contact info@bocadolobo.com
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SILVER PLATED

